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Anness Publishing. Board book. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Pets, Nicola Tuxworth, All
young children adore pets - and here they will find all the best-loved types, from dazzling fish and
cute kittens to playful puppies and hungry hamsters. You can find out what dogs and cats like to
eat, learn what baby fish are called, and see some of the different breeds. The simple, lively text
encourages reading skills and interactive questioning. It includes special themed pages on how to
take care of an animal - and pet playtime, with lots of children stroking their rabbits and cuddling
their guinea pigs. Young readers will love looking at, pointing to and recognizing all the animals,
either on their own or with a grown-up. Experts agree that young children respond more
immediately to photographs than to illustrations. Devised with the help of educational specialists,
this first words and picture boardbook is visually appealing, designed for preschoolers to enjoy and
to learn from. It is full of fun images of animals of all shapes and sizes - from tiny, shiny goldfish to a
big bay horse. The book combines straightforward text with bold, bright photographs to promote
the development of literacy and...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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